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Why do we need Wetopia?
Real change happens in cities, at the local level, in a specific context or place. Thats is why there is 
a need to improve democracy in cities, involving everyone.  

We are all "change makers", whether we are politicians, citizens, civil servants, entrepreneurs, 
scientists, artists, activists or urban planners. All roles are important towards real solutions.  

In many cities, there is a need to find new ways to fight segregation between people and places 
(e.g. in Marseille between north and south) and the unequal access to a healthy environment.  

There is a need for more “us” and “together”. For more “we”. To make people meet and talk 
again. Managing different ideological  and political views and staying connected is a real need 
today in every local society.  

And very important....There is so much knowledge, experience and creativity in our local 
society, we should make use of it as much as possible. 





20th century activism

21st century activism



Wetopia creates new alliances. 

Wetopia creates a common space for collaboration. 

Wetopia can be planted in people's minds anywhere and on any subject. 

Wetopia always starts from the potential of the place. 

Wetopia is for committed people who take the initiative from their role. 

What is Wetopia?

©

REGENERATIVE DEVELOPMENT · 
Transforming the way humans inhabit 
the earth.



How do we do this?
our communities of practice and methodologies
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presentation at festival 16/10



Tunis







Marseille / Rotterdam / Antwerpen



“You cannot make a profit in an area that is losing."



Marseille Wetopia fieldtrips
www.movingmarseille.com

http://www.movingmarseille.com




Port Elisabeth

Wetopian Kevin Kimwelle







Sāo PauloWetopian Mundano





Other Wetopians



our video 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xa5RhqMDTpQ


Wetopia for Climate Solutions at Innovate4Cities 2021

Wetopia session at ODA Global inspiration day 2020

Wetopia at Chaire Sociétés civiles, transitions urbaines et territoriales 
en Méditerranée 2021

Plenary at Innovate4Cities 2021 from min 55

Some recent talks about Wetopia

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOlPGx_JZ0E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B936rubQB_Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1AJ1968oVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOPmD0XZhsI
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